Ultrasound-guided core needle biopsy of cervical lymphadenopathy in patients with lymphoma: the clinical efficacy and factors associated with unsuccessful diagnosis.
This study attempts to identify factors that influence the success or failure of subclassifying 154 cases of neck lymphoma by ultrasound-guided core needle biopsy (UGCNB). Variables including age, gender, nodal size, cutting needle bore, number of core tissues obtained, presence of nodal necrosis or infarct, fragmentation of the specimens and subclassification of lymphoma were reviewed and statistically analyzed to check if they were related to the success of UGCNB. UGCNB was successful in subclassifying lymphoma in 138 (89.7%) cases, in diagnosing lymphoma in 11 (7.1%) and unsuccessful in diagnosing lymphoma in five (3.2%) cases. No complications were encountered. The factors leading to failure in subclassification included the presence of composite lymphoma (p = 0.001), nodal necrosis or infarct (p = 0.001) and insufficiency or fragmentation of the specimens (p < 0.001). UGCNB is a safe and efficient procedure in subclassifying lymphoma. It may obviate surgical biopsy in 89.7% of cases.